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ABSTRACT

The ESSA is a microprocessor controlled antenna for low orbiting spacecraft for telemetry
and command relay through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) System. The
array is a hemispherical shape which is covered with disk radiating elements. A group of
radiating elements are continuously selected by the microprocessor controller to form a
beam in the direction of a TDRS. A radial switching power divider uses PIN diodes to
select the desired radiating elements.

The antenna gain is a function of the size of the hemispherical dome. A 30-inch diameter
dome is presently being built for the Earth Radiation Budget Spacecraft (ERBS). Gain of
this antenna over a hemisphere is 14 dBi and polarization is left hand circular. There are
145 radiating elements with 12 being used at one time to form a beam. The ESSA
subsystem weighs 74 pounds and power consumption is 20 watts. R. F. power handling
capability is 30 watts. The S-Band radiating elements have a 10 percent bandwidth which
allows simultaneous transmission and reception.

INTRODUCTION

The Electronic Switching Spherical Array (ESSA) is a general class of antenna having
medium gain throughout a large coverage region, typically B steradians. An ESSA type
antenna can be used for several different applications; however, the system described
herein is for the purpose of transmitting and receiving data on the Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS) through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). This
application is depicted in Figure 1 whereby a TDRS at synchronous altitude is relaying
data for a low earth orbiting satellite.

Ball Aerospace System Division (BASD) involvement with the ESSA dates back to 1976.
A NASA contract for the development of an ESSA was awarded to BASD during that year



and the work continued into 1978. Another NASA contract to BASD resulted in the
development of an ESSA controller by mid 1979. The ESSA, Controller, and a NASA
Standard TDRSS User Transponder were combined to demonstrate a closed loop
automatic acquisition and track function during another NASA contract ending in 1981.
The current NASA contract is for the qualification of an ESSA Antenna for the ERBS.

The following paragraphs describe the ERBS/ESSA and give its performance.

ESSA DESCRIPTION

Figure 2 is a photograph of a typical spherical array made up of disc radiating elements on
a truncated spherical dome. The element distribution is determined by icosahedron
geometry. Elements are placed at the vertices of equilateral triangles resulting in element
spacing of from 0.618 to 0.688.

An ESSA antenna is presently being built for the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS).
This ESSA depicted by Figure 3 has 145 radiating elements on a 30-inch diameter spun
aluminum dome. The elements are spread over the dome to approximately 6 degrees below
the upper hemisphere. Twelve of the 145 elements are selected to form a beam having
approximately 14 dB of gain. The beam is steered by selecting appropriate groups of
12 elements.

Selection of elements is done with a Switching Power Divider (SPD) located in the center
of the equatorial support ring as shown in Figure 3. The SPD is basically a 145-way power
divider with 12 outputs being activated at a time with PIN diodes. Each of the 145 SPD
outputs is connected to a radiating element with a low loss coaxial cable. The cables are
held in place with a cable support assembly.

The PIN diodes in the SPD are biased on and/or off with a Electronics Drive Assembly
located inside the dome and below the equatorial support ring. The Driver Assembly is
seen in Figure 3 and a bottom view is shown in Figure 4. The Driver is standby redundant
and is shaped in the form of a vee to fit around the mast to the spacecraft. The Driver
receives ESSA pointing commands from a microprocessor based Controller Assembly
located in the spacecraft. The Controller automatically generates pointing commands to
keep the ESSA pointed at either of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellites and will also
accept uplinked commands.

The entire dome is covered with a beta cloth blanket for thermal control. This blanket
tends to make the temperature of the dome and elements more uniform.



The electronic configuration is shown in Figure 5. Pointing commands are generated by the
Controller and sent to the Driver. The Driver outputs 12 forward bias signals and 133
reverse bias signals to the Switching Power Divider. This results in a group of twelve
elements on the dome to be active for receiving uplinked data and transmitting downlinked
data.

SUBASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

All radiating element assemblies are identical and the configuration is shown by Figure 6.
The radiating element is a metallic disk approximately 0.58 in diameter. This disk is
grounded at its center to a ground plane with a standoff. The disk is fed at two points with
equal power but differing in phase by 90E which produces circular polarization. The equal
power and 90E relationship is accomplished with a microstrip branch line hybrid which is
bonded to the ground plane. The two feed points to the disk from the branchline hybrid are
done with spring contacts. The branchline hybrid has two remaining ports, one of which is
terminated with a chip resistor and the other is an R. F. connector which is connected to
one of the 145 outputs on the Switching Power Divider. The spacing between the disk
element and its ground plane is about .25 inches. This wide spacing along with the
branchline hybrid allows for wide band operation at two operating frequencies with good
axial ratio. The two frequencies are 2106 MHz for receiving and 2287 MHz for
transmitting.

The Switching Power Divider (SPD) is shown schematically in Figu re 7. It is basically a
145-way radial power divider with the R. F. input being at the center of a hub and the 145
outputs extending radially from the center. At the end of each radial is a PIN diode which
can either be forward or reversed biased. A blocking capacitor is used to prevent the DC
bias from being connected to the radiating element which is at DC ground. A two-turn
inductor is used to tune out the PIN diode capacitance which improves the isolation and
resulting loss of power from 133 back biased diodes. DC bias is connected to each diode
through a high impedance 0.258 line which is R. F. grounded with a feed through
capacitor. This arrangement chokes off R. F. from traveling on the DC bias lines.

Two photographs show two views of the SPD. Figure 8 is an inside view (cover removed)
showing the radial power divider, all related components, and the DC bias wiring. Figure 9
is an outside top view showing the 145 coaxial cables, each of which connect to a
radiating element.

The Driver Assembly which produces the bias for the PIN diodes in the SPD is depicted in
Figure 10. The pointing command from the Controller is a 145 bit word which is clocked
into a shift register. If this command is valid, it contains 12 ones and 133 zeros. That
feature is checked with the Valid Data Verify Counter. Verification of that feature results



in the 145 bit word being transferred to a latch which causes 12 outputs to have forward
bias and the remaining outputs to have reverse bias.

The Controller uses a Texas Instrument’s 9900 Series microprocessor. The function of the
Controller shown in Figure 11 is to calculate the relative position of the TDRS’s and the
host satellite and generate the appropriate pointing command to direct an antenna beam at
a TDRS. There is also capability to uplink commands to the Controller. The following
uplink commands are used: 1) Updating Ephemeris data, 2) direct the antenna to point to a
discrete azimuth and elevation angle, 3)track only TDRS east/west, and 4) rotate azimuth
180E. The updating of Ephemeris data command is to correct for TDRS and ERBS small
orbital drifts. The discrete azimuth/elevation angle command allows a backup operational
mode in case of Controller problems or an unusual ERBS orbit. The track-onl TDRS east
or west command disables the automatic handover from one TDRS to the other during a
data dump. The rotate azimuth 180E command corresponds to a planned 180E ERBS yaw
maneuver every 34 days to keep the solar arrays oriented properly to the sun.

PERFORMANCE

A typical antenna beam from a group of 12 elements is shown by Figure 12. The peak gain
is 14 dB and the 3 dB beam width is 25E. Axial ratio is better than 3 dB at both operating
frequencies. Taking 145 elements is groups of 12 results in 1807 unique beams with the
distribution of these beams seen in Figure 13. The beams are so densely distributed that
the effective gain over the scan region is nearly the same as that of the peak gain of 14 dB.
A group of adjacent beams is recorded on Figure 14 which shows the variation in gain
being 1 dB. A computer generated Radiation Distribution Plot (RDP) for a 145 element
ESSA (Figure 15) also shows gain variations of 1 dB. Some degradation of the ideal RDP
is expected because the SPD will not perfectly give equal power division and phase
matching to the 12 elements; however, actual measurements are not available at this time.
Computer analysis which simulates phase and amplitude imperfections indicates that small
deviations in beam squint (approximately 2E) and peak gain (approximately 0.5 dB) can
occur.

The weight of the ESSA Antenna including the Controller and thermal blankets is
74 pounds. Approximately 30 pounds of the weight can be attributed to redundant Driver
and Controller Assemblies. Power consumption is 20 watts from a 28 volt DC Satellite
bus.

Thermal control of the ESSA is by passive means. The entire ESSA dome including the
open end is covered with a beta cloth blanket. All metallic surfaces inside and outside the
dome are black in the IR. Thermal analysis has been conducted for ERBS orbits. Predicted 



temperatures for all surfaces and subassemblies are well within the qualification
temperatures of -45EC to +60EC.

CONCLUSION

The ESSA Antenna offers an electronic steered beam for applications where mechanical
steering is undesirable. It offers a reliability advantage since there are no single point
failures. Failures will only slightly degrade performance. The ESSA also offers an
alterative to flat arrays where vehicle conformality is not required and a constant gain over
a very large steered region is desirable. The ESSA described will be fully qualified in late
1982 for ERBS and other satellite applications. There are numerous other applications for
an ESSA type antenna not only for spacecraft but also aircraft, ships, and ground use. The
ESSA antenna can be built to produce multiple beams, despun beams or to have an omni
direction pattern for initial direction of arrival acquisition. Multiple frequency radiating
elements can also be incorporated. Some of these alternatives are discussed in a
companion paper (Reference 1).
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Figure 1

FIGURE 2 ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SPERICAL ARRAY ANTENNA



Figure 3   ESSA Antenna

Figure 4   Bottom View of ESSA



Figure 5   ESSA Configuration

Figure 6   Radiating Element Assy



Figure 7   Switching Power Divider Schematic

FIGURE 8   SPD INSIDE VIEW (COVER REMOVED)



FIGURE 9   SPD OUTSIDE TOP VIEW

Figure 10   Divider Assembly



Figure 11   Controller Assembly

Figure 12   Typical ESSA Beam



Figure 13   1807 Unique Beams

Figure 14   Beam to Beam Gain Variation



Figure 15


